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disposizioni legislative che traspongono le direttive: 98/37 CE - 89/336 CEE - 73/23 CEE e
successive modifiche e integrazioni.
Declares that the new machine described in the identification plate conforms to the legislative
directions transposing the directives: 98/37 EC - 89/336 EEC - 73/23 EEC and subsequent
amendments or integrations.
Déclare que l’appareil nouveau décrit dans la plaque signalétique satisfait aux prescriptions des
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og efterfølgende ændringer og integrationer.
SCHIO 2 gennaio 2003
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I - FOREWORD

This documentation is an integral part of the machine and must therefore accompany every
transfer of property or of the company.
Before proceeding to the installation and the use of the machine, it is necessary to carefully read and
understand the content of this booklet as it gives important information concerning safety of installation,
rules for the use and operations for the maintenance.
This manual serves to provide all the information necessary for ensuring safe working conditions for
machine operators and maintenance personnel.
Furthermore, we recommend contacting the Manufacturer for information regarding spare parts and
accessories; it is forbidden to perform any operation without being aware of its exact working
procedure.
The manual or a copy thereof must always be kept close to the machine for consultation by the
operator; it should be kept away from heat, damp and corrosive agents (oil, lubricants, corrosive
products).
When consulting the manual, ensure that it is not damaged; do not remove the pages, replace or
delete the information or modify its contents in any way.
Any revisions and pages illustrating the accessories form an integral part of this manual and should
therefore be added to it.

TO IDENTIFY THE MACHINE
It is advised not to damage or remove the means which are necessary for the identification of the
vending machine.
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WHAT IDENTIFIES THE MACHINE
The identification means is the plasticized plate on which may be found all of the data required by
Westomatic Vending Services Ltd. for the purposes any correspondence relating to the machine.
This plate is the only one recognized by the manufacturer as a means of identification of the product.
Hereafter is found a facsimile of the plate.

WHERE TO FIND THE IDENTIFICATION PLATE
The identification plate is positioned at the back of the
cabinet at the top. For extra safety, make a note of these
numbers and keep them safely in your files.
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WHOM TO CONTACT IN CASE OF DIFFICULTY
In most cases technical problems will be resolved by carrying out the simple procedures described in
the instruction manual and we advise customers to read the book carefully before calling for
assistance.
When in difficulty the customer should, in the first instance , contact the technical department of the
supplier, Westomatic Vending Services Ltd. This company will maintain regular contact with the
manufacturer.

USE OF THE MACHINE FOR PACKAGED FOOD PRODUCTS
Vending machines manufactured by FAS INTERNATIONAL S.p.A. must be used only for the sale and
distribution of products in sealed packages only.
Particular attention should be given to the temperature of the products
during the loading into the machine as it is intended to maintain the
temperature of the products not to cool them down.
Some suitable examples are:
- Confectionery products, biscuits, wafer, etc.;
- Potato crisps, potato and corn snacks, nuts, pop corn, etc.;
- Sweets, chocolates, chewing gum, etc.;
-Pre-packed sandwiches, pizza slices, and correctly packed chilled snacks.
The manufacturer’s instructions for the storage, display, and shelf life of these products must be
scrupulously adhered to.
Every other use is considered improper and therefore potentially dangerous.

USE OF THE VENDING MACHINE FOR BOTTLES AND CANS
Vending machines manufactured by FAS INTERNATIONAL S.p.A. must be used only for the sale and
the distribution of proprietory beverages in sealed cans or bottles.
Particular attention should be given to the temperature of the products
during the loading into the machine as it is intended to maintain the
temperature of the products not to cool them down.

The manufacturer’s instructions for the storage, display, and shelf life of these products must be
scrupulously adhered to.
Every other use is considered improper and therefore potentially dangerous.
MANUFACTURES RECOMMENDATIONS
NOTE - FLASH TESTING IS CARRIED OUT DURING THE DESIGN
STAGE AND DUE TO IMPRACTICALITIES AND POSSIBLE SAFETY
HAZARDS IT IS NOT RECOMMENDED THAT THIS TEST IS CARRIED
OUT ON SITE.
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CONSULTATION GUIDE

SYMBOL

MEANING

COMMENT

DANGER

Indicates a danger, even mortal, for the User.

WARNING

Indicates a warning or notes on key functions
or useful information.
Pay careful attention to those parts of the text
indicated by this symbol.

OBSERVATION

Requires that the User to check a
measurement value, a signal, etc.

INTERROGATION

Requires that the User check the correct
position of any of the Machine elements before
proceeding with a specific command.

CONSULTATION

The Instructions Manual must be consulted
before carrying out a specific operation.

ADJUSTMENT

In the event of particular machine functions
and/or anomalies, a specific mechanical
adjustment and/or electrical setting may be
requested.

RECYCLING

Obligation to dispose of the materials
respecting the environment.
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TRANSPORT AND STORAGE
Loading and unloading manoeuvres must be carried out with particular care to avoid damage to the
vending machine.
The forks of a fork lift or pallet truck should be placed under the machine from the side clearly shown
by the symbol placed on the packaging.
It is forbidden:
- To turn the machine upside down;
- To drag the machine with ropes or ties;
- To turn the machine onto its side;
- To lift the machine with slings or rope;
- To shake the machine and its packaging.
Machines should be stored in a dry environment at a temperature between 0° and 40° C.
It is forbidden to stack one machine on on top of the another and it is important and to maintain the
vertical orientation shown by the arrows on the packaging itself.
Packaging materials remaining at the completion of the installation should
be disposed of in an environmentally resposible manner.
UNPACKING
The machine is shipped completely assembled and ready to install. The packaging must be removed
with care to avoid damage to the cabinet. Examine the machine both inside and outside and notify the
carrier immediately of any damage.
Do not destroy any carton or wrapping material until they have been examined by the carrier or his
representative.
N.B. The keys are fixed with tape inside the coin return cup.
After unpacking, the machine can be put into operation by following these instructions.
WARNINGS FOR THE INSTALLATION
The machine is sold without payment system. Therefore whatever default to the machine or
damages to persons or things due to an incorrect installation, use or similar caused by the payment
system will be only and exclusively charged to those who have carried out the installation of the
machine.
WARNING CONCERNING THE DEMOLITION OF THE MACHINE
When the machine is dismantled, the environmental protection regulations governing the disposal of its
constituent materials must be strictly observed.
All metal and plastic parts must be disposed of by specialists.
Particular care should be given to:
- Gases (see identification plate) remaining in the refrigeration unit, which must be be recovered
using the correct equipment.
- Insulation materials which should be recovered by specialist contractors.
The manufacturer reserves the right to modify, without notice, the technical features of the
machine published in this handbook. Furthermore it will accept no responsability for any
possible errors or omissions in the same.
WARRANTY
The manufacturer guarantees its machine for 24 months for mechanical faults. Faults caused by
misuse of the machine, such as incorrect voltage, use of faulty coins, neglected cleaning, etc.,
are not covered by this warranty. Every technical intervention due to the misuse of the machine
will be at the customer's expense.
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II - TECHNICAL FEATURES
w

H

D

DESCRIPTION
- Height
- Width
- Depth
- Weight
- Rated Voltage
- Rated power
- Vending mode
- Delivery doors
- Vending capacity

: 1830 mm
: 1045 mm
: 840 mm
: 340 kg (without packing)
: 230 V single phase 50 Hz
: 1080 W
: SHOPPER/FIFO
: No. 11
: 198 products

- Ambient working conditions

: Max temperature +32 °C
: Min. temperature +3 °C
: Relative humidity 70% max

- Refrigeration system
: Compression - class N - Ventilated Evap. - Cyclic defrosting
- Air noise
: Less than 70 dB
- Refrigeration unit rated pressure 32°C : 15 bar
The machine must be sheltered from the weather and not exposed to direct sunlight.

III - SAFETY
The machine is not suitable for use by unsupervised young children,
aged or infirm persons.
Installation and servicing procedures, including replacement of the
mains cable, should be undertaken only by competent personnel
authorised to do so by Westomatic Vending Services Ltd.. Such
persons should also be fully conversant with the potential dangers of
working on live equipment.
Ensure the mains isolation switch (door switch) is operating correctly
prior to carrying out any servicing activity.
Ensure the machine is isolated from the mains electrical supply prior
to removing any of the protective cover panels.
Work on live equipment should only be undertaken when there is no
practical alternative.
The precaution should always be taken of using test equipment
equipped with insulated probes.
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IV - INTRODUCTION

The 11 Drum vendor with built in flexibility to suit every type of Chilled Food operation.
CAPACITY:
Each drum may be subdivided into 6, 12 or 18 compartments providing a sales potential of up to 198
items.
VENDING MODES:
Each drum may be separately programmed to sell goods in either First in First out (FiFo) or Shopper
mode. In FiFo items are sold in strict order of loading whilst Shopper allows the customer to individually
choose each purchase.
PRICING OPTIONS:
11 prices, one price to each drum
DISCOUNTED PRICES may be set for each of the 11 full prices.
The machine may be programmed to switch to its discounted price list for either one or two timed
periods each day.
SELECTING PRODUCTS:
Pressing any selection button will display the current sale price of the product in the vending position
behind its corresponding delivery door. Holding the Shopper button down will cause the drums to
rotate. If a FiFo selection is made it will continue to rotate until the compartment containing the next
item eligible for sale is placed in the vending position. For a Shopper selection the drum will search for
the first available selection once the selection button is released. Shopper mode may be programmed
to operate only whilst there is credit displayed.
PURCHASING PRODUCTS:
Once a selection has been made, the message display will prompt the customer to insert money and
"Press to confirm selection". Pressing the selection button opens the delivery door in front of the
selected item. The customer has several seconds to remove the purchase before the door closes
again. Pressing the selection button once more will close the delivery door immediately.
SINGLE VEND OR MULTIVEND?:
At this point (assuming that there is sufficient change in the coin mechanism) the machine may either
dispense any change owed into the return cup if the Single vend option has been programmed, or
show remaining credit in the message display if the Multivend option is set. This remaining credit may
be used to make other purchases from the machine or returned as change by pressing the Coin Return
Button.
INTELLIGENT RELOAD SYSTEM:
The intelligent reload system is a method of stock control by which the microprocessor records the sale
and monitors the shelf life of each item loaded into the compartments, and will permit the machine to
vend only from valid compartments. An invalid compartment may be one from which the product has
been sold since it was last reloaded, or one containing an expired product. The other major benefit of
the intelligent reloading system is that reloading is carried out through the delivery doors so the loss of
cold air from the machine during reloading in kept to an absolute minimum.
When a drum is selected for reloading it will move to the first empty or expired compartment and the
delivery door will open to allow an old item to be removed and a new one to be inserted. The operator
presses the OK button to confirm the loading of that compartment and the drum indexes to the next
invalid compartment for replenishment.
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If the operator has insufficient product to fill a compartment this may be signalled to the machine by
pressing the corresponding selection button instead of the OK button and the drum will index to the
next invalid compartment. After each invalid compartment on a drum has been inspected and its status
confirmed the delivery door will close, the drum below will move and the delivery door will open at the
next empty compartment. This process may be allowed to continue right to the bottom of the machine
or stopped at any time by pressing the mode button to put the machine back into service.
Where tight control of perishable food is not an issue the machine may be refilled by opening the main
door and indexing the turret round using the reload pushbutton as the compartments are refilled.
HEALTH CONTROL:
The machine is allowed between 30 and 60 minutes (normally 45 minutes) to pull down to its correct
working temperature after the main cabinet door has been opened, thereafter the machine will be
disabled and the fluorescent lamps extinguished if the cabinet temperature rises above a preprogrammed level (normally 8°C)
REFRIGERATION SYSTEM:
Pre-programmable cabinet temperatures down to +1°C will be maintained by the 560 W refrigeration
system in ambient temperatures up to 32°C. The cabinet air temperature may be permanently
displayed while the machine is at standby. Every 6 hours a heating element is switched on to melt any
ice build up in the evaporator and a sensor causes it to be switched off as soon as all the ice is melted
and a temperature rise within the evaporator is detected. The defrost cycle therefore has little or no
effect on the cabinet temperature.
TIMED ILLUMINATION PERIODS:
As an energy saving feature the fluorescent lamps which illuminate the cabinet may be programmed to
switch on and off either once or twice daily. The default option is for the lighting to be on permanently.
The message display will show that the machine is still in service when the main lights are out and
should a selection button be pressed during that time the lights will be switched on for a 3 minute
period to allow time for a purchase to be made.
RESERVED SELECTIONS:
Selections 9, 10 and 11 may be temporarily disabled for two timed periods daily. This is especially
useful where there is the need to provide a guaranteed service for shift workers who do not come on
duty for several hours after the machine is normally replenished.
SALES INFORMATION:
The microprocessor memory keeps running totals of sales volumes made on each of the 11 full and 11
discounted price lines. A sales and cash reconciliation may be made by downloading sales value
information from the executive coin mechanism or cashless payment system fitted.
Each machine will be identified by a specific serial number. This identification number will be
shown on the label inside the coin mechanism compartment of the machine. Record these
numbers and file them. All questions and the correspondence with Westomatic Vending
Services Ltd. relative to this machine must refer to that number.
Service staff should carefully read this handbook in order to become acquainted with the
functions of all the parts and the available features.
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1- UNPACKING AND COMMISSIONING PROCEDURE

The packaging must be removed with care to avoid damage to the cabinet. Examine the machine both
inside and outside and notify the carrier immediately of any damage. Do not destroy any packaging
material until it has been examined by the carrier or his representative.
N.B. The keys are fixed with tape inside the coin return cup.
After unpacking, the machine may be put into operation by following these instructions:
1.1- INSTALLATION PROCEDURE
1) Remove all the tape and packing materials from the machine.
2) Make sure that the fluorescent lamps and the fuses are fitted correctly and that the main switch is in
the "off" position (the zero visible on the switch lever should be down ).
3) The machine should be connected to a 230V 50Hz 13 amp single phase power supply from a
switched socket (UK only).
It is essential that the machine is connected to a correctly earthed supply conforming to the
IEE regulations.

WARNING

THIS EQUIPMENT MUST BE EARTHED

IMPORTANT

The wires in the mains lead are coloured in accordance with the following code:
GREEN AND YELLOW
BLUE
BROWN

EARTH
NEUTRAL
LIVE

As the colours of the wires in the mains lead of this equipment may not correspond with the
coloured markings identifying the terminals in your plug proceed as follows:The wire which is coloured GREEN and YELLOW must be connected to the terminal in the plug
which is marked with the letter E or by the earth symbol or coloured GREEN or GREEN and
YELLOW.
The wire which is coloured BLUE must be connected to the terminal which is marked with the letter
N or coloured BLACK or BLUE.
The wire which is coloured BROWN must be connected to the terminal which is marked with the
letter L or coloured RED or BROWN.
FAS INTERNATIONAL S.p.A. will accept no responsibility for any damage or injury resulting
from a failure to observe the precautions above.
4) After having positioned the distributor, adjust the four feet for levelling the machine until the machine
is correctly levelled. All the feet must be in contact with the floor.

Coolcentre
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If the conveyor is not installed or is incorrectly installed, the guarantee is
annulled.

Ensure that the screens behind and under the fridge radiator are kept clean and unobstructed.
To ensure adequate air circulation in the
refrigeration unit, install the conveyor
supplied to the machine (this part is shipped
inside the cabinet complete with fixing
screws). To install the conveyor, fix the
screws (pos. A) to the lower screen as show
in the diagram.

WALL FIXING BRACKETS:
Fix the brackets above the V.M. by means of the
screws provided in the kit. Fix them to the wall by
making a suitable hole.

If the machine is fitted into a piece of wooden furniture or similar, always leave the rear screen and
lower sides of the machine free to ensure good air circulation.
The machine must not be exposed to the sun or inclement weather.
5) Make sure there is an appropriate air circulation through the refrigeration unit. Leave at least 10 cm
between the rear part of the machine and the wall. Check that the screens behind and below the
condenser are always clean and not choked. If the machine is set into a banking system or similar
always leave the rear screen and the underside of the machine clear in order to ensure good air
circulation.
Fitting of the front kick-plate is not advised for room temperatures higher than 30°C.
The machine must be sheltered from the weather and not exposed to direct sunlight.
6) Programme the machine (see para. 5-3 programming procedure) and set the prices.
7) If the machine is provided with a change giving coin mechanism, load some change into the tubes.
8) Load products into the machine (see para, 5-5 Product loading procedure) and test vend.
9) Fill the machine.
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2 - DOOR LAYOUT (Fig. 1)

1) Price display: the prices are displayed of all the items behind the delivery doors that are available

for sale
2) Message display: all the information regarding programming, self testing and product sales

appears on the display.
3) Coin insert slot: the coin insert slot below the display is used by the customer to insert cash

required to buy products.
4) Selection push-button panel: the panel houses the push-buttons, which are pressed to select and
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

collect goods purchased.
Coin return push-button: is used to dispense change and release jammed coins from the coin
mechanism into the coin return cup.
Operating instructions: The procedure which the customer should follow to purchase goods from
the machine is written on the instruction panel above the shopper push-button.
Shopper button: the shopper button is used to turn the column to place the item desired in the
vend position and also serves as the OK Button when the machine is in programming mode.
Coin return cup: the coin return cup is in the lower part of the door and collects returned coins.
Delivery doors: are automatically opened for the customer to collect purchases.

Fig. 1
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3 - COIN MECHANISM COMPARTMENT LAYOUT (Fig. 2)

1) Main board: the main board mounted in the coin mechanism compartment manages all the

different machine functions. The message display mounted next to the board communicates
information generated by the main board.
2) Selection displays: 11 displays - one for each drum in the column. The sales price of the product
behind each delivery door is displayed.
3) Change giving pushbutton: the change giving pushbutton, passing through the door, activates
the lever of the coin mechanism to release the coins.
4) Delivery door drive-motors: The delivery door drive-motors mounted on the left hand side of the
coin mechanism compartment open the delivery doors to allow the withdrawal of products as
required.

Fig. 2
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4 - CABINET LAYOUT (Fig. 3 - Fig. 4)

1) Evaporator unit: the evaporator unit is mounted on the right-hand side of the cabinet; it

2)

3)
4)
5)

consists of a centrifugal fan, an evaporator, an ice sensor, the defrost heaters, a safety
overload switch and a tray mounted under the evaporator to collect moisture. The evaporator
unit is defrosted automatically every 6 hours.
Electrical power control box: the electrical power control box in the cabinet base supplies
power to all electrical circuits in the machine and contains the main switch, the fuses, the
power control board, the transformer and also the chokes and connections to the fluorescent
lamps.
Service switches
Lighting: two fluorescent lamps, one on the left-hand front corner, the other to the right-hand
side at the rear.
Delivery doors micro switch assembled.

Fig. 3
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6) Motor gearbox unit: the motor gearbox unit, also mounted in the cabinet base, causes the

drum column to rotate.
7) Condensing unit: the condensing unit mounted in the cabinet base, which together with the

evaporator unit mentioned above forms the refrigeration assembly for maintaining the contents
at the correct temperature.
8) Drum column encoder disc: the drum column encoder disc is connected to the drum column
but mounted in the cabinet base. The associated reading device communicates the position of
the disc and therefore that of the drum column to the main board.

Fig. 4
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5- OPERATION OF THE MACHINE

5-1 SERVICE SWITCHES
There are two door operated interlock switches on the electric control box REF 3 Fig. 3 which are
protected against accidental operation and may be operated when the door is open only with the
special service keys provided.The upper switch, to comply with safety regulations breaks the mains
power supply to all parts of the machine when the door is opened. Power may be restored to the
machine by inserting a service key into the upper switch body and locking it into position. The message
"door open machine under maintenance" appears on the display. The lower switch only signals to
the machine that the door is open. The ventilation and refrigeration systems will be switched off. In this
condition the vend cycle is inhibited and access is available only for programming and machine testing.
Normal machine operation may be restored whilst the door is open by inserting service keys into both
interlock switches.
Warning - The turret will begin to rotate as soon as the second service key is inserted
5-2 MEMORY INITIALISATION AND SELF TEST PROCEDURES
When the machine is switched on for the first time the message "INIT" followed by "memory cleared"
will appear on the display if the memory has no stored data or if it is corrupted; the “INIT” message will
be shown until the main and the power boards have established correct communication. The machine
is in the same condition as when the "erase memory" command is used or when the memory has
failed. The memory may be automatically reset to its pre-defined default values listed in the
programming instructions by pressing the mode button Ref.A Fig. 5 on the main board mounted in the
coin mechanism compartment Ref.1 Fig. 2. The machine will automatically re-initialise its memory and
carry out a self diagnostic routine. If no fault is identified the machine will start up. On the other hand, if
there is a fault, the machine will remain out of action and the TEST number corresponding to the
problem will be shown on the message display. See chapter 11 FAULT FINDING

Fig. 5
5-3 PROGRAMMING PROCEDURE
Open the coin mechanism compartment door and depress Mode switch Ref.A Fig. 5 for approximately
2 seconds until the message "Command 00" appears on the second line of the display and the buzzer
emits a long tone. The first display line will indicate that the machine is in "programming mode". This
level of the menu allows access only to the commands to modify the selling prices and to display the
sales information for each selection (commands 03-04-05-06). Repeat the instruction to gain access to
the next menu level for changing the remaining machine parameters. The “Command 00” message
indicates that it is possible to read sales data and to set the machine operating parameters. Button 11
may be pressed to leave programming mode.
If the mode button is released before the "Command 00" message appears on the display the machine
will enter "Intelligent reload" mode and the message "Select drum for reload" will appear on the first
line of the display. To exit this mode press the programming mode button then repeat the process
holding the button down for the time interval necessary for "Command 00" to appear on the display.
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LIST OF PROGRAMMING COMMANDS

ACCESS TO SUBMENUS (5-4.1)
Command 01 Machine test
Command 02 Calls submenu for setting the clock & daily timers
Command 03 Calls submenu for setting prices
Command 04 Calls submenu for setting discounted prices
Command 05 Calls submenu for linking prices and selections (price holding mode)
Command 06 Setting the product code
Command 07 Displays sales per selection at full price
Command 08 Displays sales per selection at discounted price
Command 09 Displays non resetable cash totals
Command 10 Displays resetable cash totals

COMMANDS 30-39:
Mode EXECUTIVE
Mode BDV
Mode MDB

not used
see BDV paragraph
see MDB paragraph

TO SET REFRIGERATION PARAMETERS (5-4.2)
Command 41 Sets min cabinet temperature
Command 42 Sets cabinet temperature range
Command 43 Sets temperature to end defrost cycle
Command 44 Sets defrost cycle frequency
Command 45 Sets health control delay timer
Command 46 Sets health control temperature
Command 47 Sets the maximum switching off time:
Command 49 Displays the last 20 defrosting cycles
TO SET MACHINE PARAMETERS (5-4.3)
Command 51 Sets reload mode (1 intel., 0 normal, def. 1)
Command 52 Sets int. reloading mode safety feature (1 on, 0 off, def.1)
Command 53 Sets timed column rotation (15 - 60 on, 0 off, def. 0)
Command 54 Sets delivery door time open and alarm times (3-9 secs, def. 3)
Command 55 Sets time of day for product shelf life expiry
Command 56 Price display operating mode setting
Command 57 Sets decimal point display
Command 58 not used
Command 59 not used
Command 60 Erases the memory
Command 62 Sets discount mode
Command 63 Sets single/multi-vend
Command 64 Sets display language
Command 65 Displays optional messages
Command 66 Displays cabinet temperature only
Command 67 Displays cabinet temperature and evaporator temperature together
Command 68 Sets currency on price display
Command 69 Sets coin mechanism type and functioning mode
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SETTING DRUM PARAMETERS (5-4.4)
Command 71
Command 72
Command 73
Command 74
Command 75
Command 76
Command 77
Command 78
Command 79
Command 80
Command 81

To configure drum
To configure drum
To configure drum
To configure drum
To configure drum
To configure drum
To configure drum
To configure drum
To configure drum
To configure drum
To configure drum

Compts
1 (def.18)
2
"
3
"
4 (def.12)
5
"
6
"
7
"
8
"
9
"
10(def.18)
11(def.18)

Shop 0.
FiFo 1.
(def. 0.)
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Expiry
(def. 99)
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

TO SET MACHINE PARAMETERS (5-4.5)
Command 90 Downloads data through the RS232.link
Command 91 Inserts of machine identification code
Command 92 Clears the resettable sales data memory
Command 93 Displays the temperature record of the last 24 hours
Command 94 Displays the last 10 power-off events.
Command 95 Inserts alternative display message 1 (change available)
Command 96 Inserts alternative display message 2 (correct change only)
Command 97 Enables alternative display message 1
Command 98 Enables alternative display message 2
Command 99 Displays error events.
SUBMENU FOR SETTING THE CLOCK & DAILY EVENT TIMERS (5-4.6)
Alarm set 01 To set the month/day
Alarm set 02 To set the hour/minute
Alarm set 11
Alarm set 12
Alarm set 13
Alarm set 14

Timed display lighting, first period
" "
"
"
"
"
"
"
second "
"
"
"
"
"

on hour/min
off hour/min
on hour/min
off hour/min

Alarm set 21 Timed discount feature,
first period
Alarm set 22 "
"
"
"
"
Alarm set 23 "
"
"
second
Alarm set 24 "
"
"
"

on hour/min
off hour/min
on hour/min
off hour/min

Alarm set 31
Alarm set 32
Alarm set 33
Alarm set 34

hour/min (def. 2400)
hour/min (def. 0000)
hour/min (def. 0000)
hour/min (def. 0000)

First inhibit period drums 9, 10 & 11 OFF
First activation period drums 9, 10 & 11 ON
Second inhibit period drums 9, 10 & 11 OFF
Second activation period drums 9, 10 & 11 ON
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5-4 EXPLANATION OF THE PROGRAMMING COMMANDS
On entering programming mode the main menu display shows “Command 00”. From this level it is
possible to access data or a submenu by keying buttons 1 to 10 corresponding to the command
numbers and pressing the shopper key, which for convenience is called the OK button, to confirm
the selection.
On entering a submenu the display shows an identification message. The Shopper key B is again
used to confirm the data keyed in through the selection pushbuttons and to store it. In this case the
“OK message” appears on the display for a few seconds.
Press the selection pushbutton 11, which for convenience is called button A, to exit the
programming mode or to pass from a submenu back to the main menu.
1. PRESS THE ORANGE
BUTTON TO ROTATE
DISPLAY.
2. CHECK PRICE OF YOUR
CHOICE AND MAKE
APPROPRIATE PAYMENT.
3. CONFIRM YOUR CHOICE
BY PRESSING THE
BUTTON NEXT TO YOUR
SELECTION.

4. REMOVE YOUR
PRODUCT WHEN THE
DISPLAY DOOR OPENS.
COLLECT ANY CHANGE
BELOW

Fig. 6

5-4.1 ACCESS TO THE SUBMENUS
Command 01 Machine test:
This command is used to perform a functional test of the machine. By keying in 01 followed by the OK
key, the display shows the message “Time on 00”. This represents the value in hours during which the
test remains in execution. “0” corresponds to a continuous test. By entering the required value and
pressing the OK key, the display shows the message “Time off 00”. This represents the duration in
hours of the test pause. By entering the value required and pressing the OK key, the display shows the
message “Column rotation x”. By setting this value at “1”, the column will rotate during the test. By
setting the value at “0”, the column remains stationery. The test is started by pressing the OK key, once
the last option has been confirmed.
The test consists in the opening and closing in sequence of the doors followed by rotation of the
column. The test stops as soon as an operating anomaly is encountered with the relative error code
being shown on the display.
N.B.: Command 66 must be set at 0;
Command 67 must be set at 1.
Command 02 Calls submenu for setting the clock & daily timers:
Key in 02 and press the OK pushbutton to enter the submenu for setting the clock and daily timers.
Alarm 00 will appear on the display. Follow the method described in the specific section to display and
alter the parameters.
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Command 03 Calls submenu for setting prices:
Key in 03 and press the OK pushbutton to enter the submenu for setting the prices. 'Drum number 00'
will appear on the display. Key in the number of the drum of which you wish to modify the price and
press OK. Key in the new value if the price is to be altered, then and press the OK pushbutton to
confirm the change. Press the A button to return to the principal menu if no alteration is required.
11 prices are available.
NB: reprogramming the values of full prices (1-11) modifies the values of the corresponding discounted
prices making them equal. Therefore when vending at different prices, that is when using the discount
feature, first programme the full price and then the discounted one, never vice-versa or only one and
not the other.
To set selection No. 10 to vend at 20 pence, proceed as follows:
1. Enter programming mode to display...............................................................................Command 00
2. Key in 03 and press the OK button to display ........................................................ Drum* number 00
3. Key in 1 and 10 and press the OK button to display the present value of the price .......... Price xxxx
4. Set value to 20 (press 2 and 10) and press the OK button.
*:If command 69 is set to 1 (price holding mode) the word Price is displayed instead ot the word Drum
NB: Selection button 10 keys in digit 0 in when in programming mode. The number or value 11
is entered by pressing button 1 twice.
These descriptions are displayed:
when command 69 is set at 0 or at 3,4,5.

1.
2.
3.
4.

If command 69 is set at 1:
Go into programming mode to display ........................................................................Command 00
Key in 03 and press the OK button to display ......................................................... Price number 00
Key in 1 and 10 and press the OK button to display the present value of the price ........... price xxxx
Set value to 20 (press 2 and 10) and press the OK button.

Command 04 Calls submenu for setting discounted prices:
This command has the same functions as command 03, but it shows the Discounted prices.

Command 05 Calls submenu for linking prices and selections (price holding mode):
This command is only used when the payment system is set to price holding mode .
Key in 05 and press OK to enter the submenu setting references to prices and ‘Number 00’ will
appear on the display.
This submenu enables a price number to be linked with a selection. Key in the code identifying the
selection and press OK, the number of the price linked to the chosen selection appears on the
display. Key in the number of the new price you want to link to the selection and press OK to store
it or button A to return to the submenu leaving the previous value stored. Then repeat the
procedure for another selection or press pushbutton A to return to the main menu.
To link price number 10 to drum 5, proceed as follows:
1. Enter programming mode to display ..................................................................... Command 00
2. Key in 05 and press OK to display .................................................................. Drum number 00
3. Key in 05 and press OK to display the present value of the parameter ........................ No. price
4. Key in 10 and press OK.
Command 06 Setting the product code:
This command associates a product code of 4 figures to each selection. This code will then be
downloaded from the RS232 link together with the sales data.
To assign a code to the products in Drum 7, proceed as follows:
1. Enter programming mode to display ................................................................... Command 00
2. Key in 06 and press OK to display ................................................................ Drum number 00
3. Key in 7 and press OK to display ...............................................................Product code 0000
4. Key in the selected code and press OK.
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Command 07 Displays sales per selection at full price:
Use this command to enter the submenu to display the number of sales made per selection at full
price. The display shows 'Drum number 00'. Key in the the selection number and press OK to
display the data required. Press the pushbutton A to return to the submenu from which it is
possible to display the number of sales for another selection by repeating the previous
instructions. Press pushbutton A for a second time to return to the main menu.
To display the number of sales made from drum 8 proceed as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Enter programming mode to display ...............................................................................Command 00
Key in 07 and press OK to display ........................................................................... Drum number 00
Key in 8 and press OK to display the desired value.......................................................... No. of sales
Press OK to display .................................................................................................. Drum number 00

Command 08 Displays sales per selection at discounted prices:
Use this command to enter the submenu to display the number of sales per selection at discounted
prices. The display shows 'Drum number 00'. Key in the the selection number and press OK to display
the data required. Press pushbutton A to return to the submenu from which it is possible to display the
number of discounted sales for another selection by repeating the previous instructions. Press
pushbutton A for a second time to return to the main menu.
Command 09 Displays non resettable cash totals: (not used with Executive type coin
mechanisms):
Use this command to display transactions totals since the machine memory was last initialized. The
data available is as follows:
Total sold, total in counter, total in tubes, total banknotes, total repayed, total manually dispensed from
the the tubes, total overprice cash, total discounted sales, total sales with cashless system, total sold
for exact amount, total cash without sales, number of sales transacted.
Command 10 Displays resettable totals:
This command has the same function as command 09, but can be cleared using command 92.
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5-4.2 TO SET REFRIGERATION PARAMETERS
Command 41 Sets min cabinet temperature:
This command sets the lower internal cabinet temperature of the machine, that is the temperature
below which the compressor is turned off. The preset value is +2°C which can be varied from +1° to
+15°C.
To set the lower temperature to +5°C, proceed as follows:
1. Enter programming mode to display ..............................................................................Command 00
2. Key in 41 and press the OK button to display the present value of the parameter ......................... NN
3. Set value to 5 and press the OK button.
Command 42 Sets cabinet temperature range:
This command controls the upper limit of internal cabinet temperature by setting the range of
temperature rise allowed before the compressor is started. This value can be varied from +1°C. to
+5°C. and is preset at +2°C.
Command 43 Sets temperature to end defrost cycle:
This command sets the temperature at the end of the defrost cycle as measured by the sensor
mounted on the evaporator. When the set temperature is reached the defrost cycle is terminated. The
preset value is +6°C which can be varied from+3°C and +15°C.
Command 44 Sets defrost cycle frequency:
This command sets the interval between defrost cycles expressed in hours. The preset value is 6
hours and it can be varied from 1 to 8 hours.
Command 45 Sets health control delay timer:
This command sets the time delay during which the health control is overridden. This delay prevents
the machine from being put ‘out of order’ after the door has been opened and the internal temperature
has increased above that set by the Health Control. The delay is to allow the machine to reach working
temperature. The value of this command is preset at 45 minutes and can be varied between 30 and 60
minutes.
Command 46 Sets health control temperature:
This command sets the health control temperature, that is the temperature above which the machine is
put out of order and displays a warning message. This control is overridden by opening the door and
then closing it. The control remains inactive for the time set by Command 45. The preset value is
+8°C, but it can be varied between +5°C and +25°C. When the health control intervenes, the machine
is kept out of service until the door is next opened and closed. The temperature set must be higher
than the sum of the values set in Commands 41 & 42.

Command 47 Sets the maximum switching off time:
This is the maximum time, expressed in minutes, in which the machine can remain switched off
without the fridge safety feature intervening when the machine is switched back on. This can be
used to prevent the sale of products which have altered as a result of a prolonged line voltage cutout. The parameter can vary from 30 to 600 min.and is preset at 600.
Command 49 Displays the last 20 defrosting cycles:
The following values are shown on the display:
DEFROST ON
TIME
DEFROST OFF
TIME
To pass from one display to another, press the OK key.
In order to start adjustment, programme the clock (see command 02).
After programming the clock, all timed data is automatically reset.
In order to start adjustment, programme the clock (see command 02).
After programming the clock, all timed data is automatically reset.
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5-4.3 TO SET MACHINE PARAMETERS
Command 51 Setting reload mode
This command determines the reload mode of the machine and consequently governs the way sales
are made (see Para. 5-5). If the value set is 0, the machine will be loaded in ‘Normal’ mode.
If however the value is set at 1, the machine will be in ‘Intelligent' reload mode. (Default 1) In intelligent
mode, the machine is refilled through the delivery doors, customer access to empty compartments is
inhibited and the Expiry Date feature is brought into use. To set the machine to intelligent reload mode,
proceed as follows:
1. Enter programming mode to display ..............................................................................Command 00
2. Key in 51 and press the OK button to display the present value .......................................................N
3. Set value to 1 and press the OK button to display .......................................................................... OK
Command 52 Setting reload mode safety feature
It is possible to disable the safety feature of the INTELLIGENT reload system using this command.
When the safety feature is set (value =1), the open delivery door of a compartment being filled will
close before the column moves to the next empty compartment, then it will re-open. If the value is
changed to 0 the delivery door will remain open until all of the empty or expired compartments in the
selected drum have been refilled.
The default setting for this command is 1.
Command 53 Enables the timed rotation/max. product visibility positioning function:
This parameter serves to set the column rotation interval. With the machine in stand-by mode, once the
interval time set has elapsed, the column rotates by a 1/3 of a turn. The following values can be set:
15
Rotation every 15 min.
30
Rotation every 30 min.
45
Rotation every 45 min.
60
Rotation every 60 min.
Default value: 30 min.
Each time a selection is made, the time starts again from 0.
If however the command is set at zero, the column positions itself automatically at the point in which
the greatest number of products in the machine are visible.
Positioning takes place when the machine is switched on and within 3 minutes of the last sales
operation or column rotation.
Command 54 Sets delivery door time open period and alarm times:
This command controls the timed period during which the delivery door remains open after the
selection button has been released. The pre-set value is for 3 seconds which can be varied from 3 to
20 seconds.
To set the opening time to 7 seconds, proceed as follows:
1. Enter programming mode to display ..............................................................................Command 00
2. Key in 54 and press the OK button to display the present value of the parameter ..........................N
3. Set value to 7 and press the OK button to display .......................................................................... OK
The text “door alarm ON/OFF” appears , where ON = 1 and OFF = 0 (default).
With the command set at ON, when the vending machine detects the opening of any door while in stand-by- mode (without having commanded the opening), the machine is immediately disabled.
To reset the operation of the vending machine open the door and insert the key in the upper
microswitch of the electric panel. Remove the key and close the door.
Command 55 Programming time of day for product shelf life expiry:
This command enables the actual time of day at which the shelf life expires to be set. Key in the exact
time in hours and minutes when the shelf life of the product is to expire and press OK to store it.
Command 56 Price display operating mode setting:
If the command is at 0, the 11 price displays always remain lit. If the command is at 1, only the displays
relative to the products available in the grant position remain lit (unsold products, within ‘sell by’ date
and in the sales position). The preset value is 0.
Command 57 Sets decimal point display:
With this command, it is possible to show the decimal point on the price display. This value can be 0 or
2.
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Command 60 Memory erasure:
This command will display the message "Code 0000". All data stored in the memory of the machine
will be erased by typing in code 6203 and pressing the OK button. This function must be used very
carefully to avoid the accidental loss of all data. Electronically the machine is as new. The message
"memory cleared" appears on the display. The procedure for erasing the memory is as follows:
1. Go into programming mode to display ........................................................................... Command 00
2. Key in 60 and press the OK button to display .................................................................... Code 0000
3. Key in 6203 and press the OK button to display ....................................................... memory cleared
Command 62 Sets discount mode:
A value of 1 set in this command enables the discount feature to operate for timed periods. Value 0 set
in this command will disable the feature. The preset value is 0
N.B.: The chosen time timed periods must be pre-set in Command 02 using Alarms 21 to 24.
Command 63 Setting for single or multivend (not used with Executive type coin mechanisms):
This command determines the vend mode of the machine. With the value set at 0 the machine is
working in single-vend mode, and when the machine is fitted with a suitable coin mechanism the
overpaid credit will be returned automatically as change. Using a simple validator any excess credit is
cancelled at the end of each vend and the amount added to the total value of overpaid cash. If the
value is 1, the machine is working in multi-vend mode. After a sale any excess credit will be displayed
and can be retrieved by pressing the coin return push button or used for subsequent purchases.
The preset value is 0
Command 64 Sets the language for the message display:
This command controls the language in which the messages are displayed. Value 0 corresponds to
Italian, value 1 to English, value 2 to French, value 3 to German, value 4 to Dutch, value 5 to Swedish,
value 6 to Finnish and value 7 to Spanish 8 to Portuguese 9 to Danish. To display the messages in
English, proceed as follows:
1. Enter programming mode to display ..............................................................................Command 00
2. Key in 64 and press the OK button to display the present value of the parameter ............................N
3. Set Value 1 and press the OK button.
Command 65 Displays optional messages:
This command serves to modify the message displayed by the machine when selection is made.
By setting the command at 1, the machine displays the message “Insert card, price: xx p”, which
can be used when the payment system is the credit card type.

Commands 66 & 67 Display the cabinet temperature and the evaporator temperature:
It is the second of the values set in these commands which determines the information shown on
the second line of the display (see table below). The time is shown by default.
Command
66
0
1
0
1

Command
67
0
0
1
1

Information displayed
Time
Cabinet temperature
Cabinet temperature + evaporator temperature
Time + cabinet temperature

Command 68 Modifies displayed currency:
This command allows the currency to be displayed when a product is selected. The possible currencies
are shown in the following table together with the codes to set:
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p.
K*
kr.
Kr
Chf
Rand

code 01
code 04
code 05
code 09
code 10
code 13
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(Pence)
(Czeches kronas)
(Krona) (* Slovenians thalers)
(Danish krone)
(Swiss francs)
(South African rand)

$
ps.
/
Euro
R$
Kr

code 14
code 15
code 16
code 17
code 18
code 19

(Australian dollars)
(Argentinian Pesos)
(No currency displayed)
(Euro)
(Brazilian Real)
(Norwegian krone)

(* EPROM with second set of languages)
Command 69 Selects the functioning mode of the coin mechanism:
IMPORTANT: If the value within this command is altered, the machine must be powered down
and up using the mains isolation switch before correct communications with the payment system
can be established.
This command selects the type and the functioning mode of the coin mechanism. The parameter
can have the following values:
0
EXECUTIVE system with prices controlled in the machine.
1
EXECUTIVE system in PRICE HOLDING mode (i.e. prices programmed in the coin
mechanism). In this case the prices programmed at command 03 and those programmed
in the coin mechanism have to be set the same.
3
EXECUTIVE system with prices controlled in the machine and data control of AUDIT
coming from the coin mechanism (to enable the data sending of AUDIT see the coin
mechanism handbook).
4
BDV 001 system (see paragraph for using the BDV coin mechanism)
5
MDB payment system (see paragraph for using MDB payment systems).
5-4.4 SETTING DRUM PARAMETERS
Commands 71 to 81 :
This section is for access to modify parameters concerned with the physical configuration and some of
the functioning modes of the machine.
When one of these commands is entered and the OK push-button is depressed the message
"Compartments - NN" is displayed. The value of NN will be either 6, 12, or 18 and should correspond
to the number of divisions in that drum. Note: If the value is changed or the setting is confirmed by
depressing the OK push-button instead of push-button 11 the machine will deem that drum to be empty
and any products left in the compartments will not be available for sale.
After pressing the OK push-button to memorise the new setting or push-button 11 to confirm the
existing one, the message "Fifo/shop. X" will be displayed which enables the vending mode for the
same drum to be set. If the value of X is displayed as 0 the selection is set to operate in Shopper
mode. If the value of X is 1 the selection is in Fifo mode and products are available for sale only in
order of loading. Change the value as required. The factory default setting is 0 for Shopper mode.
Confirmation of the value by depressing the OK push-button or push-button 11 will display the
message "Expiry days YY" . YY indicates the shelf life of products loaded in the selection timed from
the preceding midnight. This feature is only operative when the machine is in Intelligent reload mode
and products that have not been sold within the time limit set are blocked from sale. The factory default
setting is 99 days.
N.B. One Expiry day begins at 00 00 hrs and ends at midnight on the same day.
For example to programme selection 5 to have 18 compartments, to vend in Shopper mode, and to be
loaded with products which must be sold within 7 days, proceed as follows:
1. Enter programming mode to display
.........................................................................Command 00
2. Key in 75 and press the OK button to display the number of divisions set ...... Compartments NN
3. Key in 18 and press the OK button to display ...............................................................Fifo/shop. X
4. Key in 0 and press the OK button to display ............................................................. Expiry days YY
5. Key in 7 and press the OK button to display
............................................................................ OK
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5-4.5 TO SET MACHINE PARAMETERS

Command 90 Downloads sales data through the RS232 link:
The mainboard has an RS232 connector.
The I/O connector is a 9 pole male pin connector (see figure 5) in which the following pins are
used:
- Pin 2 Tx
- Pin 7 DTR
- Pin 5 Ground
The transmission happens according to the following specifications:
- 9600 baud

- 8 data bits

- no parity

The transfer of the data is governed by a control signal DTR (active high) given by the data fetch
device.
The data is collected from the machine by the following procedure:
a) Enter programming mode.
b) Type in command 90 and press the OK pushbutton to confirm. The request “connection of the
data fetch device” will appear on the display.
c) Connect the data collecting device to the RS232 jack.
d) Press the data sending pushbutton.
e) After the transmission of data the request to disconnect the device is displayed.
Through command 90 it is possible to choose the quantity of data sent to the RS232 jack. There
are three levels:
• level 1
totals regarding the transactions
• level 2
totals regarding the transactions of level 1, plus sales per each selection
• level 3
totals regarding the transactions of level 1, of level 2, plus state of the internal
temperature in the last 24 hours; data regarding the last 10 power off and on of the machine;
data regarding the error events that have happened.
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Printing example:
Model FRESH FOOD
Machine code
Software ver.
Date
Time

0
V.2.1
14:53

10-07

Coin Mechanism : MDB
Manuf. Code
Serial Numb.
Tuning rev.
Software ver.
Changer level
Options

JOF
00005610
F12SM
CC53
3
00000001

Total values
Pay Vend
To cashbox
To tubes
Banknotes
Change
Inventory
Overpay
Discount
Cashless
Ex. change
Without vend
No. of vends

600
0
800
9000
100
1000
0
0
0
0
18
5

Interim values
Pay Vend
To cashbox
To tubes
Change
Inventory
Overpay
Discount
Cashless
Ex. change
Without vend
No. Of vends

600
0
1400
100
1000
0
0
0
0
18
5

Full price vends
Sel.
N. Vend
01
2
02
1
03
1
04
0
05
0
06
0
07
0
08
0
09
0
10
0
11
0

Price
50
100
150
200
250
300
350
400
450
500
550

Code
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

Discount price vends
Sel.
N. Vend
01
0
02
0
03
0
04
0
05
0
06
0
07
0
08
0
09
0
10
0
11
0

Price
50
100
150
200
250
300
350
400
450
500
550

Temperature recording
hour 13:11
hour 13:26
hour 13:41
hour 13:56
hour 14:11
hour 14:26
hour 14:41
hour 14:56
hour 15:11
hour 15:26
hour 15:41
hour 15:56
hour 16:11
hour 16:26
hour 16:41
hour 16:56
hour 17:11
hour 17:26
Power off events
POWER-OFF
POWER-ON
POWER-OFF
POWER-ON
POWER-OFF
POWER-ON
POWER-OFF
POWER-ON
POWER-OFF
POWER-ON
POWER-OFF
POWER-ON
POWER-OFF
POWER-ON
POWER-OFF
POWER-ON
Error events
Code
16

t = 05 °C
t = 03 °C
t = 01 °C
t = 02 °C
t = 03 °C
t = 05 °C
t = 04 °C
t = 03 °C
t = 01 °C
t = 02 °C
t = 05 °C
t = 05 °C
t = 03 °C
t = 01 °C
t = 02 °C
t = 04 °C
t = 05 °C
t = 04 °C
10-04
10-04
10-04
10-04
10-03
10-04
10-07
10-07
10-07
10-07
10-07
10-07
10-07
10-07
10-07
10-07

Date
06-25

Code
1024
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

10:26
10:26
10:45
10:45
10:48
10:48
10:45
10:45
11:30
13:30
13:30
13:30
13:30
13:30
13:30
13:30
Time
14:47

Command 91 To enter a machine identification code:
The command enables the machine identification code to be entered. This 8-figure code is sent
together with the other data to the data fetch device and it is used to identify the data from the machine.
Command 92 Resets sales data:
This command enables sales data viewed using command 10 to be reset to zero. This operation is
conditional on the insertion of a particular access code. The procedure is as follows:
1. Enter programming mode to display ..............................................................................Command 00
2. Key in 92 and press OK to display ...................................................................................... Code 0000
3. Key in 1221 and press OK to display ........................................................................... DATA RESET?
4. Pressing the OK will reset all sales data are whereas pressing A will retain the data unchanged and
return the user to the main menu.
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Command 93 Displays temperature readings logged during the last 24 hours:
This command displays the state of temperature in the last 24 hours. The values are recorded
every 15 minutes. The values are displayed starting from the oldest value. To pass to the next
value press pushbutton OK. Pushbutton A is used to return to the main menu.
The clock has to be programmed to start the recording (see command
02).
After having programmed the clock, all timed data is automatically reset
Command 94 Displays the last 10 power interruptions:
This command displays the last 10 periods during which the machine has been switched off.
The following values are displayed:
POWER OFF
DATE
TIME
POWER ON
DATE
TIME
To pass to another display press the OK pushbutton.
The clock must be programmed to start the recording (see command 02).
After having programmed the clock, all timed data is automatically reset
Command 95 Inserts alternative display message 1 (max 63 digits):
The command inserts the first of the two messages that can be modified by the user. This
message is displayed in STAND-BY when the payment system can give the change.
Keying in 95 and pressing the OK button displays the existing message on the first line and on the
second line the message "Character
00" appears. The new message is entered by keying in
the code for each character to be inserted ( see table below ) and confirmed by pressing the OK
button. At the end return to the main menu by pressing pushbutton A.
CODE
00
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

CHARACTER
cursor ahead
cursor back
space
!
‘’
‘
,
.
/
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
:
;
A
B
C
D
E
F

CODE
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

CHARACTER
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h

The character code 00 makes the cursor move one position to the right.

CODE
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80

CHARACTER
i
j
k
l
m
n
o
p
q
r
s
t
u
v
w
x
y
z
á
å
ü
£
ä
ñ
ö
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ATTENTION! : if the cursor is past the first character of the message and
button A is pressed to return to the main menu, the message will be cut at
the position corresponding to the cursor; therefore the cursor must be taken
to the end of the message before exiting.

N.B. It is advisable to write the message on a piece of paper using the codes from the table (spaces
included) and then to programme it into the machine.
Command 96 Inserts alternative display message 2 (max 63 characters):
The command inserts the second message which can be modified by the user. This message is
displayed in STAND-BY when the payment system cannot give correct change.
Follow the same procedure as for the previous command.
Command 97 Enabling alternative display message 1:
By setting this command to 1, the message 1 programmed by the user through command 95 will be
displayed when the machine in STAND-BY and the payment system can give change.
If the command is set to 0 the displayed message will be the standard one.
Command 98 Enabling alternative display message 2:
By setting this command to 1, the message 2 programmed by the user through command 95 will be
displayed when the machine in STAND-BY and the payment system cannot dispense correct change.
If the command is set to 0 the message displayed will be the standard one.

Command 99 Displays error events:
Displays the last 20 error events encountered with relative date and time. Press the OK button to
pass from one display to another.
ERROR CODE
01
03
06
07
08
09
10
11
16
20
21
25
26
29
30

MEANING
Door does not open during sale
Column tries to rotate with door open
Current absorbed by door motor is less than min. “I” (motor disconnected)
Column does not reach zero position within 30 s
Column does not rotate
Incorrect column positioning
Internal temperature probe defective
Evaporator probe defective
Communication with power board blocked
Delivery door not controllable
Incorrect position parameter
Door does not open during reloading
Door does not close during reloading
Power board reset
Fridge safety intervention
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5-4.6 SETTING THE CLOCK AND DAILY TIMERS
Alarm 01 Sets the month and day:
This command is for setting the month and day in the realtime clock built into the electronic control
board.
Alarm 02 Sets the hour and minute:
This command is for setting the hour and minute in the realtime clock built into the electronic control
board.
Key in the exact time in hours and minutes and press the OK pushbutton to confirm the setting.
The following procedure will set the clock at 10.30:
1. Enter programming mode to display ..............................................................................Command 00
2. Key in 02 and press the OK button to display ........................................................................ Alarm 00
3. Key in 2 and press the OK button to display the hours and minutes previously set...................NNNN
4. Key in 1030 and press the OK button.
N.B. It is necessary to set the clock precisely before using the features for controlling the sale of
products by expiry dates and the time controls for switching lamps, discount periods, etc.
IMPORTANT: If either of the above options are accessed (Alarms 01 or 02), it is necessary to re-write
the correct values (purely confirming the value will not re-instate the correct time / date).
Alarms 11–14 Set the timed cabinet lighting feature:
It is possible to programme the fluorescent lamps to be turned on and off for two periods every day
using these commands. During the timed periods when the fluorescent lamps are turned off the act of
pressing a button on the keyboard or of inserting money will cause them to be turned on for 3 minutes,
allowing time for a sale to be completed. To illuminate the cabinet continuously, programme the value
2400 into Alarm set 11 .
N.B.: The periods must be programmed in the following order: 11-12-13-14.
Alarms 21–24 Set the timed discount bands:
These commands are used to set the times when the daily discount periods are switched on and off.
During these periods the machine uses prices set in the discount prices submenu. To activate this
feature enter the value 1 in Command 62 on the main menu.
For example, to set a discount period lasting from 10.30 to 13.30, proceed as follows:
1. Enter programming mode to display ........................................................................... Command 00
2. Key in 02 and press the OK button to display ......................................................................Alarm 00
3. Key in 21 and press the OK button to display the time when discounted prices are first activated ….
................................................................................................................................................... NNNN
4. Set value to 0000 and press the OK button.
5. Key in 22 and press the OK button to display the time when discounted prices are first deactivated .
................................................................................................................................................... NNNN
6. Set value to 1030 and press the OK button.
7. Key in 23 and press the OK button to display the time when the first discount period ends NNNN
8. Set value to 1330 and press the OK button.
9. Key in 24 and press the OK button to display the time when the second discount period ends ……..
................................................................................................................................................... NNNN
10. Set value to 2400 and press the OK button.
Alarms 31-34 : To bar sales from drums 9, 10 and 11 for daily timed periods
These commands enable drums 9, 10 and 11 to be taken out of use for two timed periods daily. To set
a single timed inhibiting period, programme as follows:
Alarm set 31 = First inhibit period drums 9,10 & 11 Starts
Alarm set 32 = First inhibit period drums 9,10 & 11 Ends
Alarm set 33 = Second inhibit period drums 9,10 & 11 Starts
Alarm set 34 = Second inhibit period drums 9,10 & 11 Ends

hour/min (def.2400)
hour/min (def.0000)
hour/min (def.0000)
hour/min (def.0000)

If the use of this feature is not required the value 2400 must be programmed in Alarm set 31.
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5-4.7 USING THE EXECUTIVE PRICE HOLDING PAYMENT SYSTEMS

Executive Standard ⇒ Command 69 programmed at 0
The Executive standard payment system manages the prices directly in the machine and not on the
payment system.
For example, to set drum 2 to 50p, follow the instructions below:
1. Enter programming mode to display ..............................................................................Command 00
2. Key in 03 and press OK to display ........................................................................... Drum Number 00
3. Key in 2 and press OK to display .............................................................................................Price 00
4. Key in 50 and press OK to display ........................................................................... Drum Number 00
If you wish to programme another selection, repeat the sequence from point 1.2. Alternatively, press 11
twice.

Executive price-holding/price-display ⇒ Command 69 programmed at 1
In the Executive price-holding/price-display price system, the prices are managed by the payment
system.
In this case, it is necessary to copy the price table (price list) programmed on the payment system to
command 03 of the machine (from price 1 to price n) , while at Command 05 the prices will be matched
to the selection by referring to their number.
***
For example, to set drum 2 at 50p, proceed as described below:
Let us assume that the second price set on the payment system is 50p.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Enter programming mode to display ..............................................................................Command 00
Key in 03 and press OK to display ............................................................................Price Number 00
Key in 02 and press OK to display ...........................................................................................Price 00
Key in 50 and press OK to display ............................................................................Price Number 00
Press A to display ............................................................................................................Command 00
Key in 05 and press OK to display ........................................................................... Drum Number 00
Key in 2 and press OK to display ..............................................................................Price Number 00
Key in 02 and press OK to display ........................................................................... Drum Number 00

If you wish to programme another selection, repeat the sequence from point 1.6. Alternatively press A
twice.
***
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5-4.8 USE OF BDV COIN MECHANISM
Installation: To connect the coin mechanism use connection cable (code 300238). After having carried
out the connection, switch on the machine, enter the programming and set command 69 to 4, then
switch off the machine for a few seconds. Power up will cause the machine to communicate correctly
with the coin mechanism.
Command
Command
Command
Command
Command
Command
Command
Command
Command
Command

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Purchase obligation before return
Maximum credit
Maximum value of returned coins
Inhibition single coins
Inhibition coins small return
Coin level message exact amount
Equation exact amount
Enabling banknote reader
Emptying of change giving tubes
Filling up of change giving tubes

(def. 0)
(def. 0)
(def. 0)
(all enabled)
(all enabled)
(def. 0)
(def. 0)
(def. 0)

Command 30 Purchase obligation before return:
By setting this command to 1 the customer is obliged to purchase before receiving back the return. This
is to avoid to use the coin mechanism as a coin-changer. If the purchase fails to happen, the return will
be given out.
Command 31 Maximum credit:
The maximum credit accepted by the coin mechanism is set. By exceeding this value the acceptance
of further coins is blocked.
Command 32 Maximum value of returned coins:
This function is active only in multi-vend. If the value of the credit which remains after a sale is higher
than the value set by the command, the allotment of return will be blocked. Therefore it will be
necessary to carry out further purchases until the remaining credit will be lower than the set value. By
moving the return lever it will be possible to obtain the return.
Command 33 Inhibition single coins:
The acceptance of particular coins by the coin mechanism will be blocked through this command. Ifyou
want to block the acceptance of coin 5, proceed as follows:
1. Enter programming mode to display .................................................................................Command 00
2. Key in 33 and press OK, display views.................................................................................Coin no. 00
3. Key in 5 and press OK, display views.....................................................................................................0
4. Key in 1 and press OK.
Command 34 Coin inhibition with exact amount:
This command blocks the acceptance of particular coins in case of small return, i.e. when the display
views the message "Insert only exact amount".
Command 35 Coin level message exact amount:
A value between 0 and 15 representing the number of coins can be programmed.
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Command 36 Equation exact amount:
It represents the combination of empty spaces in the tubes so that the message exact amount can be
activated. Here is a list of possible combinations:
0 = A or (B and C)
3 = A and (B or C)
6 = A or B or C
9 = only B and C
12 = only C

1 = A and B and C
4 = only A
7 = only A and C
10 = only B

2 = only A and B
5 = only A or B
8 = only A or C
11 = only B or C

Command 37 Enabling banknote reader:
The functioning of the banknote reader will be enabled by setting this command to 1.
Command 38 Emptying of change giving tubes:
This command is used to inventory the coins in the tubes of the coin mechanism. To obtain the
allotment from tube 1 (coins of lower value) proceed as follows:
1. Enter programming mode to display ...............................................................................Command 00
2. Key in 38 and press OK, display views ............................................................................. Tube no. 00
3. Key in 1 and press OK.
The coin mechanism starts dispensing coins from the chosen tube until the release of pushbutton B.
Command 39 Filling up of change giving tubes:
Proceed as follows:
1. Enter programming mode to display ...............................................................................Command 00
2. Key in 39 and press OK
3. Insert the coins into the coin mechanism.
4. Press again pushbutton OK
N.B. if the procedure is not correctly carried out, you can find wrong values in commands 09 - 10.
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5-4.9 USE OF MDB PAYMENT SYSTEMS

Installation: The MDB coin mechanism has to be connected to the connector J4 of the control
card (see figure). The command 69 has to be programmed to value 5, then the machine
powered down for some seconds. Power up will cause the machine and the coin mechanism to
comunicate correctly.
There are the following additional commands for the use of these payment systems:
Command
Command
Command
Command
Command
Command
Command
Command

30
31
33
34
36
37
38
39

Purchase obligation before return.
Sets the max. accepted credit.
Inhibits single coins.
Inhibits coins during exact amount.
Cash in tubes for message exact amount.
Inhibits note validator during exact amount.
Emptying of change giving tubes
Filling in of the change giving tubes.

Command 30 Purchase obligation before return:
By setting this command to 1 the customer is obliged to purchase before receiving back the return. This
is to avoid to use the coin mechanism as a coin-changer. If the purchase fails to happen, the return will
be given out.

Command 31 Sets the max. accepted credit:
It sets the max. credit accepted by the coin mechanism. When this value is exceeded, the
acceptance of other coins/notes is blocked.
Command 33 Inhibits single coins:
This command blocks the acceptance of particular coins by the coin mechanism. To block the
acceptance of coin 5 proceed as follows:
1. Enter programming mode to display ........................................................................ Command 00
2. Key in 33 and press OK to display ...........................................................................Coin No. 00
3. Key in 5 and press OK to display .............................................................................................. 1
4. Key in 0 and press OK.
N.B.: To activate the possible modifications of command 33, turn the machine off and then on
again at the main switch after the modification.
Command 34 Coin inhibition with exact amount:
This command blocks the acceptance of particular coins during small change giving, i.e. when the
display shows the message “insert only exact amount".
1. Enter programming mode to display ....................................................................... Command 00
2. Key in 34 and press OK to display ...........................................................................Coin No. 00
3. Key in 5 and press OK to display .............................................................................................. 1
4. Key in 0 and press OK.
Command 36 Cash in tubes for message exact amount.
It represents the value of the coins contained in the tubes so that the message “insert only exact
amount” can be activated.
Command 37 Inhibits note validator with exact change only.
Setting this command to 1 during exact change will inhibit the note validator.
N.B.: if only the note validator is installed, this command has to be set to 0.
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Command 38 Emptying of change giving tubes:
This command is used to inventory the coins in the tubes of the coin mechanism. To obtain the
allotment from tube 1 (coins of lower value) proceed as follows:
1. Enter programming mode to display ...............................................................................Command 00
2. Key in 38 and press OK, display views ............................................................................. Tube no. 00
3. Key in 1 and press OK,
The coin mechanism starts dispensing coins from the chosen tube until the release of pushbutton B.

Command 39 to load the change giving tubes:
Proceed as follows:
1. Enter programming mode to display ...................................................................... Command 00
2. Key in 39 and press OK
3. Insert the coins in the coin mechanism
4. Press the OK pushbutton again
N.B. if the procedure is not correctly carried out, you can find wrong values in commands 09 - 10.
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5-5 PRODUCT LOADING PROCEDURE
5-5.1 PRODUCT LOADING PROCEDURE, NON INTELLIGENT:
a) Open the machine door and insert the upper service key. The message "Door open, machine in
maintenance mode" is displayed.
b) Turn the column to the required position by operating the loading push-button mounted on the
electrical control box (Ref. B Fig.7). Do not press the loading push button in rapid succession.
After rotating the turret wait 5 seconds before removing the service key.
After releasing the refill button, the column must be allowed to come to rest
before the machine is switched off
c) For a drum programmed in Fifo it is possible to identify the compartment which will be selected first
by operating the corresponding push-button on the selection panel. This compartment will be moved
to the sale position. Commence loading from this point and proceed clockwise.
N.B.: It is necessary to fill all the compartments when loading in "non intelligent" mode because the
machine makes them all accessible for sale, including the ones which have been left empty.

FIG. 7

Fig. 8
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5-5.2 PRODUCT LOADING PROCEDURE, INTELLIGENT
With this reload mode set, the product loading status information is
memorised; hence the machine is able to block the sale of time expired
items. For this feature to function properly it is necessary to enter the
number of days and the time of day when the product becomes
unsaleable (see commands 55, and 71 to 81).
a) Open coin mechanism compartment door only.
b) Press the black mode button Ref.A Fig. 8 at the top left hand side of the main control board in the
coin mechanism compartment ; the message "Select drum to reload" will appear on the display.
c) Press the selection button adjacent to the corresponding drum to be reloaded. The machine will
identify the first empty compartment or the compartment storing an expired product. The
compartment will place itself in the sale position and the delivery door will be opened to allow
loading or replacement of the product. The number of the compartment which is accessed will
appear on the message display and the price which is set for that compartment appears on the
adjacent price display.
d) After loading the new product press the Shopper button to register the presence of a product in the
compartment and set its expiry date (only if the selection is in Shopper mode), or if no product has
been loaded press the corresponding selection button. After the expiry date the sale of that product
will be inhibited. Pressing either button will reposition the drum to the next compartment eligible for
reloading. The procedure will continue to open doors until the state of all of its compartments have
been registered or another drum is chosen for reloading. The machine will automatically change
from reload mode to normal operation after analysing the state of all of the drums. Press the mode
button to exit the reload mode at any time.
e) When reloading a Fifo selection each compartment must be refilled in order and no gaps must be
left. If there are insufficient products to fill a Fifo selection press the Shopper button after the last
product has been loaded and when the next empty compartment is revealed, either:
i. Press the black button (ref. A fig.9) button to leave reloading, or
ii. Select the next drum to be reloaded.

5-6 VENDING A PRODUCT
5-6.1 USING A PAYMENT SYSTEM
After loading according to instructions in para 5-5, setting the selling prices, filling the change tubes (if
the machine is equipped with a change giving coin mechanism) and checking that the message "Insert
1,2,5... etc. coins" appears on the display , the machine is ready to vend.
1. Press the orange shopper button until the chosen item has reached the sale position behind one of
the delivery doors.
2. Check the display for the price of the product.
3. Make appropriate payment.
4. Confirm the choice of the product by pressing the adjacent selection button.
5. Take the product from the compartment which has been automatically opened.
6. Remove change (if applicable) from the coin return cup.
5-6.2 TEST VENDING USING THE FREE VEND FUNCTION
Used also for resetting ‘out of service’ selections caused by jammed delivery doors:
1. Open coin mechanism compartment door only.
2. Press and release the black mode button Ref.A Fig. 8 at the top left hand side of the main control
board in the coin mechanism compartment ; the message "Select drum to reload" will appear on
the display.
3. Press the Shopper button to display the message FREE VEND on the first line of the display
4. Select and vend product as in 5-6.1 above.
5. Press the black button Ref.A Fig.9 to exit FREE VEND.
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6 - ADJUSTMENTS

6-1 DRUM COMPARTMENT SIZES:
Machines are delivered with compartment sizes set as in Fig. 9. The number of compartments is
altered by removing or adding divider blades. The number of spaces for each drum can be: 6,12,18.
When the number of spaces is altered, the position of the delivery door stop Ref. 1 Fig. 11 must be
changed so that size of the door opening corresponds to the size of the modified compartments.

Fig. 9
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6-2 TO ALTER THE NUMBER OF COMPARTMENTS PER DRUM:
1. Open the main door to access the column.
2. Release the sector to be modified from the column by rotating fastener Ref. F Fig. 10 one quarter
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

turn.
Insert the divider plate Ref. B Fig. 10 into the seat Ref. D Fig. 10 of the sector Ref.A Fig. 10.
Hook the upper sector Ref. C Fig. 10 onto the plate.
Add the rod Ref. E Fig. 10 and screw to the upper sector and secure with nut.
Repeat this operation on each sector of this drum.
After having completed the variation of the spaces it is necessary to carry out the new positioning of
the stop of the delivery doors:
a) Screw the stop pos.1 Fig. 11 in the hole -A- for divisions with 18 spaces.
b) Screw the stop pos.1 Fig. 11 in the hole -B- for divisions with 12 spaces.
c) Remove the stop pos.1 Fig. 11 so that the delivery door strikes the bracket C for divisions with 6
spaces.
d) The holes A-B are covered by protection plugs. Displace them according to the request.
Enter the new configuration using Command 71-81 in the programme.

Fig. 10

Fig. 11

6-3 HOW TO ADJUST THE DELIVERY DOORS:
In order to guarantee a proper opening of the delivery doors, the
two microswitches on each single door and the projecting edge
must meet perfectly.
Should this not be the case, adjust the alignment and the position
of the microswitches by means of a screwdriver (operate on the
fastening plates of the microswitches as shown in the Fig. 12).
When performing this adjustment the delivery door must be
perfectly shut.
NOTE: Once the adjustment has been performed check that the
plates do not rub against the door surface (this would damage it!).

Fig. 12
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6-4 PROCEDURE FOR DETACHING THE DOOR.
To detach the door completely from the vending machine, carefully follow these instructions:
1. Isolate the machine from the mains electrical supply.
2. Open the door, unscrew the knob (pos. A) and release the small chain (pos. B), see Fig. 13.
3. Open the coin mechanism compartment door and remove the protection cover A Fig. 14 loosening
the corresponding clamping screws using a cross point screwdriver.
4. Disconnect all electrical connections from the main board, the lower motor circuit board and
compartment heater and withdraw each cable one at a time through the hole on the bottom of the
delivery door being careful not to damage or to tear the cables themselves.
5. After all the electrical wiring has been removed mark the position of the top door hinge and support
the door on wooden blocks or a pallet truck. A second person should steady the door by while it is
being detached by slackening the screws (pos. B) using a 13 mm spanner and the plates (pos. A)
Fig. 15 are taken out.
6. The door is now completely free and may be removed from the machine.
7. Reverse operations 1 - 6 to replace the door.
8. Adjust plates A Fig. 15 and the door lock catch to ensure correct door alignment and to adjust the
pressure on the door seal.

Fig. 13

Fig. 14

Fig. 15
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7 - PROCEDURE FOR REPLACING THE MOTOR GEARBOX ASSEMBLY
The procedure for replacing the motor gearbox assembly (see Fig. 4 Ref. 6) is as follows:
1. Isolate the machine from the mains electrical supply.
2. Open the door and remove the reinforcing bracket Ref. B Fig. 16.
3. Take away the plugs Ref.A Fig. 16 and unscrew the cover plate Ref. C Fig. 16.
4. Proceed to dismount the motor assembly by carefully removing the electrical connectors and
unscrewing the four supporting screws.
5. To replace the motor gearbox, reverse the operations listed above.
6. Rotate the column one complete revolution by hand to check that there no 'tight spots' or excessive
backlash between the gear teeth. Slacken off the screws and adjust as necessary.

Fig. 16

8 - PROCEDURE FOR REPLACING THE DELIVERY DOOR GUIDE HEATERS
1) Open the door and turn the main switch to the off position.
2) Remove the insulation strip ref. A Fig. 17
3) Take off the dissipator ref. B Fig. 17 by using the tip of a screw driver.
4) Remove the element ref. C Fig. 17 and take it off from the hole disconnecting it electrically.
5) Reverse the procedure to remount the new element.

Fig. 17
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9 - PROCEDURE FOR THE REMOVAL OF THE REFRIGERATION UNIT Fig. 18
Note: This operation requires 2 people.
1. Isolate the machine from the mains electrical supply.
2. Remove the protection grille ref. A from the rear of the machine by unscrewing the four self-tapping

cross-head screws ref. B.
3. Disconnect the power cable to the refrigeration unit ref. C and coil the cable and tie it back.
4. Remove the condenser down-pipe ref. D by lightly pulling to the outside of the cabinet.
5. Open the main door of the vending machine, remove the knob ref. E and the release the door
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

restraining chain. Open the door wide without stretching the electric cables.
Open the lower compartment cover ref. O.
Remove the right-hand side reinforcement ref. F unscrewing the five self-tapping screws ref. G.
Remove the clamping bracket ref. H loosening the two thread-forming self-tapping screws ref. I.
Remove the cable-clamps ref. L unscrewing the self-tapping screws ref. M and carefully fix the
cables temporarily inside the main cabinet.
Unscrew the two self tapping clamping screws ref. P of the refrigeration unit.
Cut the plastic cable ties which fix the evaporator pipes to the electric cables.
Disconnect the defrost heaters ref. Q.
Slacken the self-tapping screws ref. R which clamp the evaporator on the rear side.
Unscrew the self-tapping screws ref. S and unhook the complete evaporator unit by lowering
slightly.
Slide the whole refrigeration unit (one person holding the evaporator and the other the condensing
unit) forwards until it can be extracted completely from the machine.
To replace, reverse the operations listed above.
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Fig. 18
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10 - PROCEDURE FOR REPLACING THE DELIVERY DOOR DRIVE MOTORS
To replace the delivery door drive motors proceed as follows (please refer to Fig. 19):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Open the main door and disconnect the general switch;
Open the coin mechanism compartment door Fig. 2;
Remove the motor cover;
Pull out the small belt pos. H ;
Disconnect the feed connector pos. D ;
Cut the plastic band on motor wiring;
Unscrew and remove the three screws pos.F ;
Remove the motor holding bracket;
Unscrew and remove the screw (V) and pull out the gear pos. G;
Unscrew and remove the two screws pos. I/L that fasten the motor to the bracket; replace the
motor;
11. To reassemble the parts perform the same operations in the reverse order.
Note: Remove the extension cable from the faulty motor and insert it into the connector of the new one.

Fig. 19

11 - PROCEDURE FOR ADJUSTING BELT OF DELIVERY DOOR

The belt of delivery door can be adjusted following instruction below (see Fig. 19):

Open the main door and switch off the machine;
Open the coin mechanism compartment door Fig. 2;
Remove the thermoformed motor cover;
Unloose the screws that fasten the motor with the bracket. pos. I and L ;
Set the motor position with the screw placed on top of the motor (pos. B ) and find the right
tension
6. Tight screws in pos. I and pos. L ;
7. Make an opening and closing test to verify the belt adjustment.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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12 - HOW TO REPLACE THE SMALL BELTS ON THE DELIVERY DOORS
To replace the small belts on the delivery doors proceed as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Open the main door and disconnect the general switch;
Open the coin mechanism compartment door Fig. 2;
Pull out the small belt pos. H Fig. 19;
Remove the limit stop pos. A Fig. 20 (if present);
Push the door pos. B out of its groove;
Unscrew the two fastening screws pos. C and remove the old belt (one on each side of the
delivery door);
7. Assemble the new small belt;
8. Reassemble the parts by proceeding in reverse order.

Fig. 20
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13 - FAULT FINDING

The alphanumeric display does not turn on:
- Check that the electrical feed is connected to the main board: red led on.
- Check that the display is in perfect working order, if not replace it.
The alphanumeric display permanently shows the message “INIT”: SEE ERROR 16
TEST 00: Indicates a connection problem between the main board and the power board.
• Check that the power board is working. The green LEDs should flash.
• Check the serial connection (JP1 main board-JP9 power board) between the two boards.
• If the results of the first two checks are negative, replace the two boards, changing the power board
first.
TEST/ERROR 01: Indicates that the delivery door has not opened.
• Check the mechanical positioning of the motor and in particular the coupling between gear and
drawing cord.
• Check the integrity of the corresponding drive motor.
• Check the connection between the power board and the delivery door control board.
• Replace the lower motor board or power board.
TEST 02 : Indicates that the vending machine detects incomplete closure of all the delivery doors. After
a few seconds the number of the first delivery door that is not closed will appear on the display.
• Check the electrical connection between the power board and the delivery door control board.
• Check that the delivery door closing microswitches are functioning correctly.
• Check that when the door is closed both microswitches are pushed in, and check that the electrical
power to the wire ends of both microswitches is connected. If not, shift the microswitch unit by
acting on the adjustment slots or by folding the microswitch fixing plate (see instructions regarding
delivery door adjustments).
• Check the programming of command 58 (see paragraph on programming)
TEST/ERROR 06: Indicates that the current absorbed by the delivery door motor is less than the
minimum threshold established. The motor may be disconnected.
• Check motor connection.
TEST/ERROR 07: Indicates that the column has not reached the HOME position within 30 seconds
after starting rotation.
• See TEST 08
TEST/ERROR 08: Indicates that the column has not rotated.
• Check for obstacles which may obstruct rotation of the column and remove them.
• Check that the position encoder board is functioning correctly and either clean it or replace it if
necessary.
• Check the connection between the JP8 connector and the power board.
To check operation of the position encoder: the position encoder is composed of an encoder drum
with 36 holes, one of which is double the width for indicating the zero, and a board with two photocells
for reading the position . The encoder drum is attached to the end of the column shaft and the
assembly is mounted in the lower compartment of the machine behind the electrical panel.
The encoder board is connected to the power board on connector JP8 (Fig. 21) by means of a 4-wire
cable. With the machine switched on, there must be 5V dc at pin 1 of JP8 while pin 4 is earthed.
During column rotation, a square wave with an amplitude of 5V dc must be detectable (using an
oscilloscope) between pins 2 and 3 of JP8. Alternatively, with the machine switched on and the column
rotated manually, a signal varying between 0 and 5V should be measurable (using a test meter)
between pin 2 and 3 of JP8.
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TEST/ERROR 09: Indicating that the column has exceeded the exact stop position.
• Check that the drive motor locking device in the lower part of the motor is working properly.
• If necessary, adjust the position encoder turning it slightly in the direction of the column rotation.
TEST/ERROR 10: The internal temperature probe is broken or not connected.
• See paragraph ‘Check the temperature probes’ (page 49)
TEST/ERROR 11: The evaporator temperature probe is broken or not connected.
• See paragraph ‘Check the temperature probes’ (page 49)
ERROR 03: Indicates that, at the moment in which the shopper pushbutton was pressed to rotate the
column, the machine revealed an open delivery door. As a result, the column motor has not been
activated.
• Check that the delivery door closing microswitches are functioning correctly.
• Check the mechanical positioning of the motor and in particular the coupling between gear and
drawing cord.
• Check the connection between the power board and the delivery door microswitches.
ERROR 16: Indicating a break in the connection between the control board and the power board.
• Check that the power board is working. The green LED should flash and the red LED should
always be lit.
• Check the serial connection (JP9 main board - JP10 power board) between the two boards.
• If the results of the first two checks are negative, replace the two boards, changing the power board
first, and then repeat the check.
ERROR 20: Indicates that the delivery door can no longer be controlled by the machine.
• Check the adjustment of the microswitches and that they are functioning correctly.
• Check that the drawing belt is functioning correctly.
• Check the connection between the power board and the delivery door microswitches.
ERROR 21: Indicates an internal software error.
• Contact the manufacturer.
ERROR 25: Indicating that one of the delivery doors has failed to open during the reloading procedure.
• Check the mechanical positioning of the motor and in particular the coupling between gear and
drawing cord.
• Check the integrity of the drive motor.
• Check the integrity of the door closing sensor.
• Check the integrity of the connection between the power board and the delivery door control
boards.
• Replace the lower motor board or the power board.
ERROR 26: Indicating that one of the delivery doors has failed to close during the reloading procedure.
• See TEST 02.
ERROR 29: Indicates that the power board has performed a reset. If this is a one-off event, it may be
caused by a serious problem or by a momentary drop in the mains voltage. If however this event
occurs several times during the day, it will be necessary to check the condition of the power board and
the 230 V loads connected to the board.
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ERROR 30: Indicates that the temperature inside the area containing the product has exceeded the
safety threshold set (see command 46). If this conditions occurs frequently, check the setting of
parameters 41 - 46 or the efficiency of the refrigeration unit.
REFRIGERATION UNIT
Before examining some of the faults that may occur in the refrigeration unit of the machine vendor, it is
important to underline a number of points that should be borne in mind to ensure correct use of the
machine.
• The machine refrigeration unit has been designed to maintain a temperature inside the machine of
3 - 4°C in order to allow the vending of products (cooked/chilled foods, cooked meat products,
sandwiches, etc.) that require an adequate conservation temperature. It is obviously assumed that
these foods are already at the correct temperature when loaded into the distributor and that it is not
the responsibility of the machine to cool them.
• A programmable electronic override control is incorporated which intervenes when the temperature
of the machine exceeds the pre-set safety value, normally 8°C. (This value may be increased up to
25°C. in accordance with the regulations relative to the products on sale). This control intervenes
45 minutes after closure of the door (this time can be increased up to 60 minutes) to allow the
internal temperature of the machine to drop below the safety limit.
• The vending machine can be reloaded without opening the door. The internal temperature will not
increase noticeably and the compressor will not be stressed by having to pull the internal
temperature back down.
• If, on the other hand, the machine is used to cool the products loaded at room temperature, the
temperature safety control must be excluded (set the safety temperature at command 46 to 20°C
and the alarm override time to 60 minutes). In certain conditions (high room temperature, large
product mass, long door opening times), the correct working temperature is not reached and the
refrigeration unit runs continuously. If the compressor is overloaded, the thermal overload
protection that safeguards it will trip. The machine will consequently go out of service and vending
will be blocked.
•

The following instructions must be strictly complied with: the air conveyor (see para. 1) must
be installed; the rear protective grille must be unobstructed and clean to allow good air circulation;
the grille on the bottom of the machine where the condensator takes the cooling air, must always
be kept unobstructed and clean, the lower part of the machine where the supporting legs are found
must be kept open on at least two sides, ideally at the front also.

Refrigeration unit does not work:
• Check the 16 amp fuse on the power board.
• Check the start capacitor of the motor, the relay and the thermal overload protection and replace
them if necessary.
• Check the parameters programmed at commands 41 - 46.
• Check the integrity of the probes and replace them if defective. If the fault persists, replace the
power board.
The thermal overload is tripped: Indicates that the compressor is overheated.
• The unit may be caused to work excessively due to the loading of too many products with a high
temperature and with the door open. Ideally, load the machine through the delivery doors,
preferably with products already pre-cooled.
• Check that the condenser fan is working properly.
• Check that the condenser and the protective grilles are clean.
• Check that there is sufficient air circulation: conveyor installed correctly; protective grilles clean and
unobstructed, lower area clear.
• Check the integrity of the probes.
• The thermal overload protection for the compressor may be defective and should therefore be
replaced.
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The unit is running but does not cool:
• This may be the result of a lack of refrigerant gas due to a leak. Locate the leak, repair it and reload
it with the correct charge.
• Check for ice build-up on the evaporator: see list of possible causes below.
Ice build-up on the evaporator;
• Check the parameters programmed at commands 41 - 46.
• Check the evaporator probe and replace it if defective
• Check function of the evaporator fan.
• Check the defrost heater elements.
N.B. To defrost the evaporator, open and close the main door to put the machine through a defrost
cycle. If ice still remains on the evaporator at the end of the cycle when the compressor starts again,
repeat the procedure.
The evaporator fan does not work: The evaporator fan is switched off if the evaporator temperature
exceeds 30° C.
• Check the temperature measured by the evaporator probe by visualising it on the display, if the
value displayed is unrealistic, check the integrity of the probe.
• Check the connections between the boards and the fan. The fan is connected to pins 2 & 3 on JP6
(AMPLIVERSAL 6 PIN) on the power board.
• Check the start capacitor wired across the fan and replace if necessary.
Check the defrost heater elements: These operate during the defrost cycle and are switched off as
soon as the evaporator temperature reaches 6°C. They are fed by the power board through pins 1 & 3
of connector JP6 (AMP UNIVERSAL 9 PIN).
A thermal overload switch is connected in series with the heaters through the connector (AMP
UNIVERSAL 6 PIN) situated under the evaporator water collecting tray).
• Check the continuity of the overload switch (at less than 20°C): disconnect the 6 way connection.
There must be electrical continuity between pins 1 & 2 of the connector (black wires).
• Check the continuity of the heaters: When the 6 way plug & socket are disconnected, a resistance
between 280 & 300 ohm should be measured between pins 3 & 5 and between pins 4 & 6 for each
element.
Check the temperature probes: There are two probes installed for measuring the internal
temperature of the cabinet and the evaporator temperature. The temperatures can be visualised on the
machine display by setting the value of command 66 to 0 and command 67 to 1.
If the value displayed remains at 40°C, the probe is either interrupted or not connected. Alternatively, if
the two dashes are constantly displayed, the probe is short circuited.
The probes are the KTY81-121 type. The typical values that can be measured at the terminals are 815
ohm = 0°C.,1000 ohm = 25°C.,1040 ohm = 30°C. From these measurements, it is possible to
determine whether the probe is in working order or not.
N.B. When the compressor is running, the evaporator temperature can vary between -4°C and +10°C
depending on the cabinet temperature . If the value measured and displayed differs considerably from
this range, it indicates a problem with the probe which should therefore be replaced.
Calibration of the probes: To check the calibration of the circuits that display the temperature,
disconnect the probes (see wiring diagram, connector JP1) and connect an 815 ±1% ohm resistance to
terminals 1-3 or 2-4. An internal temperature of 0°C or an evaporator temperature of 0°C should appear
on the display. Similarly, connecting a 1000 ±1% ohm resistance should display a temperature of 25°C.
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Defrost cycle check: this occurs periodically every 6 hours after the main door was last left open. The
compressor is switched off and the heater elements in the evaporator are switched on. The evaporator
fan remains in operation. The cycle ends when the evaporator temperature reaches 6°C or, for safety
reasons, 15 minutes after start of the cycle.
To check that the cycle is working correctly: open the door and simulate its closure by inserting keys in
the switches. Provided that the evaporator temperature does not exceed 30°C, the evaporator fan
should start and the defrost heaters should be activated by the power board within 3-4 minutes. If the
evaporator temperature exceeds the value programmed at command 43, the heaters are immediately
deactivated. If the evaporator temperature does not reach the temperature programmed the defrost
cycle ends after 15 minutes, the heaters will be deactivated and the compressor will restart. The
evaporator fan, during the defrost cycle, will work continuously. If the events described do not follow the
correct sequence, the cause must be identified and corrected.
LIGHTING
The fluorescent lamps do not switch on:
• Check fuse FS1 6.3A
• Check that Alarm at command 11 of menu 02 is set at 2400, i.e. that the control for switching on
the fluorescent lamps is deactivated .
• Check the connection between JP10 on the power board and the chokes and starters.
• Check the continuity of the lamps, the chokes and the starters and replace any faulty components.

14. - CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS
The machine should be periodically cleaned to maintain the hygienic conditions required for the sale of
foodstuffs.
SAFETY ACTION:
Before starting the cleaning process, turn the main switch to the ‘off’ position.
IMPORTANT CLEANING POINTS
- With a bactericidal detergent solution:
1) Inside the cabinet
2) Compartments of the column
3) Evaporator tray
- Window cleaning solution:
1) Windows
2) Glass delivery door
- Refrigeration system:
Clean the condenser with a vacuum cleaner or compressed air.
Check that there is air flow between the front and the rear part of the condenser.
Always clean the cabinet after this operation.
If this operation is not performed correctly, the refrigeration system could be seriously
damaged.
ATTENTION: NEVER IMMERSE THE COIN MECHANISM IN WATER. DO NOT USE ABRASIVE
MATERIALS. DO NOT USE SPRAY LUBRICANTS.
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15 - LAYOUT OF THE CONNECTORS

Fig. 21

